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Chargeback
If card users experience an issue with the company regarding a payment, or if they find a transaction
that they are not engaged in, they reserve the right to contact the bank where the card is on file and
dispute the transaction.
In the event of a transaction dispute from your company, a claim is issued and submitted to iyzico, as
the intermediary company for payments, by the bank where your customer’s card is on file. Transaction dispute requests are submitted to you once our teams check the related transaction, and a notice
is sent to the email address associated with your account, specifying that you have a transaction
dispute.
Related transaction disputes are listed under “Dispute in the iyzico Merchant Panel. If you have a
transaction dispute that requires you to take an action, a pop-up appears to notify you when you enter
the panel. Merchant can provide information and documents pertaining to the payment by clicking
“Dispute”, and defend their claim within 7 days. Failure to provide the necessary information and
documents within this time shall mean that the merchant will be liable to cover dispute costs. If the
information and documents that are requested by bank, found sufficient and valid, they will be
submitted to the card holder’s bank by iyzico. Once the transaction dispute is processed and concluded, iyzico will share with the merchants the result thereof. Also, merchants can view each of their
transaction disputes using the “Transaction Disputes” tab by logging into the Merchant Panel.
Reason for Transaction Dispute

Explanation

Fraudulent transaction

Transaction does not belong to me

Unknown transaction

Ambiguous transaction listed on the card statement

Dispute over Product/Service supply

Product not sent/received by the buyer

Dispute over faulty Product/Service

Faulty/unacceptable product

Revocation / Return dispute

Product cancelled/returned, payment not received

Duplicate Charge

Card double charged for the product

Membership Cancellation

Amount charged despite membership cancellation

General

Transaction dispute for an unknown reason

Extra Charge

Payment amount is different from the charged amount

Paid by Other Methods

Related transaction made via another payment method
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Reason for Transaction Dispute

Explanation

Technical Dispute - Defendable Claim

Caused by a technical issue, transaction
claim defendable

Technical Dispute - Claim not Defendable

Caused by a technical issue, transaction claim
not defendable

Defendable Error Codes

Faulty transaction with a defendable claim

Non-Defendable Error Codes

Faulty transaction without a defendable claim

Transaction Dispute Notice
• If you have a transaction dispute that requires you to take a certain action, a pop-up appears to notify
you when you enter the panel.

• “When you click “Dispute”, you are redirected to “Dispute”, where transaction disputes with pending
action are listed.
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• “You can search and review all transaction disputes or statuses by filtering them in the “Dispute
Status” menu.

Transaction Dispute - Taking an Action
• You can refund a disputed transaction or you can also share your dispute with us by simply clicking
“Dispute” and uploading documents supporting your claim. Documents associated with your dispute
are submitted to your customer’s bank by iyzico.
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• Please select “Waiting for Response” status from the “Dispute Status” list to search for the disputed
transaction, upon uploading your documents, by clicking “Dispute”, and to track your dispute status.

• In the absence of any counter-claim to your transaction dispute, you can refund the transaction and
finalize the process. Refunds can be performed for all transaction disputes where the “Refund” button
is active.

The Result of the Transaction Dispute
• Please select “Rejected” from the “Dispute Status” list to see rejected claims. Such disputes labelled
as “Rejected” mean that the result is in favor of the merchant. No further actions are taken for such
disputes upon their status being updated to “Rejected”.
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• Please select “Approved” from the “Dispute Status” list to see the approved claims. Such disputes
labelled as “Approved” mean that the result is not in favor of the merchant.

• No further actions are taken for a claim that is updated to “Approved”.

Transaction Dispute Details
• Please click “Dispute Reference Code” from the transaction disputes list for details of the transaction
that you choose.
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Dispute – Payout Status
If the transaction dispute pertains to a transaction made prior to regular payments to the merchant by
iyzico, the total sum of disputed transactions is deducted from the total sum of these payments.
“Payout Status” under the “Dispute” menu indicates whether the relevant transaction dispute is
included in the payment. If it is not included, this section shows how it will affect the payment.

Possible payout statuses are as follows:
• Disputed transaction amount will be deducted from the payment
This status means that the amount charged as part of the disputed transaction will be deducted from
the payment. This amount will not be deducted if the result of the transaction dispute is “Rejected”
before payments.

• Disputed transaction amount deducted from payments
This status means that the amount of the disputed transaction is deducted from the payment.

• Transaction dispute does not affect payment
If the transaction dispute is “Rejected” for a transaction that has not yet been reflected to payments
(not deducted from the payment), then the payment will not be affected by the disputed transaction.

• Disputed transaction deducted from the payment and will be returned
This status indicates that the merchant will receive a refund with the disputed transaction amount
included in the next payment after the dispute gets “Rejected”.

• Disputed transaction included in payment
This status indicates that the amount of the disputed transaction is deducted from the payment; however, the merchant receives a refund included in the next payment after the dispute gets “Rejected”, in
which case, the amount for the Disputed Transaction is deducted from the payment first, and then
included in the relevant payment at the time of the next payment.
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